Night out
Close to the apartment, the Tomás Maestre Marina area is full of pubs,
restaurants, convenient stores, etc. During the peak season (July, August),
there are some kid’s attractions near to the marina. Other interesting areas to
go out are the town of Cabo de Palos, Puerto Bello, Plaza Bohemia and El Zoco
(from web www.lamanga.net)

The intrinsic to the Mediterranean peoples, playful character makes night in La Manga has a special
flavor. As if that were not enough, the beautiful surroundings become nocturnal spaces in magical places,
suitable for conversation, fun and meeting. There is nothing more beautiful to behold the full moon bathing
waters of the Mediterranean, or enter the evening in the warm waters of the Mar Menor in search of
refreshment between dances. The summer nights in La Manga have achieved international fame and
there are many people moving from other places to have a drink in any of its numerous establishments.
There are different areas that are coming to a head as the evening progresses. In the fishing village of
Cabo de Palos they have proliferated in recent years bars and pubs. Near the Virgen del Mar plaza, most
local notable for its decoration and build up a meeting for young people. The proximity of the fishing port
and Levante Beach are attractive additions to the wide range presented Cabo de Palos.
In the area of Puerto Bello bars abound German and British atmosphere. There you can play a game of
darts or drinking any imported beer. Many of them hold live performances during the summer and, as in
Cabo de Palos, offering to accompany eating tapas with rich home-prepared. The concentration increases
entertainment venues in the vicinity of the Plaza Bohemia, authentic heart La Manga. In the summer
months the square is installed in a market to which numerous artisans to sell their products. In the square
you can find the most diverse environments, suitable for all audiences. Following the Mont Blanc, it is
entered in the domains of Souk, the nightlife area preferred by younger. El Zoco Alcazaba has a huge
concentration of bars and 'pubs' around several courtyards communicate with each other. Specialized
areas exist in cocktails combined, shots, etc. Sandwich shops, pizzerias and shops of all kinds are also
part of the evening entertainment. La Manga also has several nightclubs where they usually finish the
night. Some of them, located near the sea, offer an opportunity to cool off with a dip before going home.
During the summer work in La Manga three cinemas outdoors with an interesting program for both child
and adult audience.

